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From Sao Paulo, Brazil we know the modern studies of
Radio Globo and Radio CBN

*Radio Globo ex- FM 94.1 MHz ex- AM 1100 KHz (SP-Brazil)
Radio CBN FM 90.5 MHz ex-AM 780 KHz (SP-Brazil)
*Also at the end of the report you can read an interview with a Brazilian journalist who currently works at CBN
Radio and was a correspondent for the Portuguese language department at CRI (Radio China International), for
2 years
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Foreword introduction by: Daniel Camporini

Radio Globo
This popular Brazilian station was founded by journalist Roberto Marinho on December 2,
1944 in the city of Rio de Janeiro when this businessman acquired the share package of the
Brazilian Radio Transmitter, which was owned by RCA Victor. Those were difficult years at
the end of the Second World War and Brazil barely surpassed the authoritarian period of the
New State by returning to democracy.

The station, broadcasting on 1180 KHz., Became an important source of information and
entertainment throughout the 1950s. Already in the 1960s it began to create the Globo
Network, incorporating other stations, in Rio de Janeiro they were Radio Eldorado and Radio
Mundial, which disappeared in 1991 and 1993 respectively, becoming Radio CBN, a strictly
informative station.
In the city of San Pablo, the system began with the acquisition of Radio Nacional, which in
1974 adopted the name Globo de San Pablo and Radio Excelsior, which in 1991 became
the local station of Radio CBN, both bought by the Organization. Vitor Costa.
At the end of 1999, the network consisted of the following stations: in Rio de Janeiro: Globo
AM, CBN AM, 1180 AM, 98 FM and Globo FM; in São Paulo: Globo AM, CBN AM, Globo
FM and CBN FM; in Belo Horizonte: BH FM, CBN AM and CBN FM and in Brasilia: CBN AM
and CBN FM. In 2001 the Globo National Network was created with the joint transmission of
different programs of the station from Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, and in 2002 Radio
Globo de Minas was relaunched, which had aired in the 1980s. In 2009 The station became
RadioGlobo and its network only had three of its own stations in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo
and Belo Horizonte, 29 affiliated stations throughout the territory of Brazil.
After 68 years of Radio Globo transmissions in São Paulo, it was closed when it was only
operating on the 94 MHz channel. The same would happen with Radio Globo in Rio de
Janeiro, which abandoned the medium wave it had been using at 1220 KHz. ., after 74 years
of transmissions. But Radio Globo is not the only one to abandon the medium wave band,
other Brazilian stations have chosen to move to frequency modulated channels, a move that
began in the mid-1970s.

Report by: Martín Butera

São Paulo is the largest city in the southern hemisphere and one of the most populous in the
world, São Paulo is the most cosmopolitan center in the country.
Brazil is a town that has a habit of listening to a lot of radio and it seems that nothing will
change that custom.
CBN and Radio Globo occupy a privileged place in Brazilian listeners, they are undoubtedly
the most listened radio stations in the country.

There are more than 780 Brazilian cities, where Radio Globo and CBN arrive, with a total of
89 million potential listeners.
Just under 2 years, they set up their new studios in the impressive Tower Bridge Corporate,
located in the east side of Sao Paulo, on Avenida Jornalista Roberto Marinho, number 85.
The building has a total of 25 floors and the 2 stations are located on the 24th floor with a
privileged view, for the stationary bridge (Octavio Frias de Oliveira), a new and perhaps
more famous postcard of the city of São Paulo.
It is the first time that a foreign journalist has access to an exclusive visit visiting all the
facilities of these stations in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Photo: Martin Butera, on the outskirts of the Tower Bridge Corporate,
ready to begin your visit to Radio Globo and Radio CBN

Martín Butera, is an Argentine journalist, currently lives in Brasilia DF, capital of Brazil,
traveled more than a thousand kilometers to the south, towards the great city of Sao Paulo
and brings us this exclusive report.
He is also an amateur radio with his Argentine callsign LU9EFO and his Brazilian callsign
PT2ZDX.
In Argentina he had several FM Radio projects, among the most important, Radio Atomika
106.1 Mhz www.radioatomika.com.ar stands out, a young format radio from the capital
Buenos Aires Argentina, with 17 years still on the air.

We invite the readers of this report to read this note along with the video links, to better
understand the content of this report.

Photo: Martin Butera is received by Leandro Marchiori (technical coordinator of the Globo radio and CBN
system).

Leandro Marchiori, he has an enormous experience in the area of Broadcasting in Brazil and
in technology applied to Broadcasting.
I work in various projects of armed radio studios, audio systems, RF transmission systems,
satellite transmission systems, automation for studio environments, external broadcasts for
concerts, external soccer broadcasts and extensive knowledge in Audio over IP ( AoIP), is
the distribution of digital audio across an IP network such as the Internet. It is being used
increasingly to provide high-quality audio feeds over long distances. The application is also
known as audio contribution over IP (ACIP) in reference to the programming contributions
made by field reporters and remote events. Audio quality and latency are key issues for
contribution links.
Leandro Marchiori, He was one of those responsible for the project and layout of both
studies, which he said had more than 50 meetings and visits to the site before installing all
the equipment.
Leandro Marchiori says: "Everything here was planned and everything was calculated to the
smallest detail."

Leandro Marchiori, tells me that I form and coordinate a great team of engineers, who had
more than 50 meetings and technical visits to the new building before putting together the
new studios.
Once they were sure of everything, they mounted everything in record time, they were only 2
months.
It proudly refers to the fact that they set up the largest IP audio system in Brazil and that
these are the largest and most modern digital radio studios in the country.
Now if together with Leandro Marchiori, I invite you to accompany me to tour this important
radio installation, Leandro will explain each sector to us, you can accompany the video in its
original audio in Portuguese and you can also read here all the transcription in English with
All the details.

Exclusive photo of the layout map of the different studies and technical controls of both stations

Video 1
https://youtu.be/jjIPlCX5dx8
Edition Island
Leandro Marchiori, presents one of the 2 editing booths, called "Audio Islands".

He explains that they are designed for journalists who arrive from the street, with material
recorded from both their cell phone or handheld recorder and can edit and improve the
sound previously.
Also these audio islands have telephone hybrids, to do telephone interviews and to record
these interviews in real time.
These islands, are shared by both stations and clarifies that the idea of multimedia is to
share absolutely everything in a great work environment, they even share a reservation
studio that we will visit here shortly.
He also tells us that the idea is to further reduce the size of these islands and that they are
already developing a tablet application to simulate everything necessary for a portable
recording studio with professional quality.
As a detail I provide the data, that the cabins are super acoustic, without being able to
capture the minimum sound from the outside, which makes them an excellent idea and
post-production space, which is not common to see in stations.

Photo: editing booth or audio island, we can observe a computer, with installed sony vegas sound forge
programs for audio editing, a Shure Sm97 arm and microphone, a Mixer Behringer Xenyx 502 5 Channels
Phantom console, a Sennheiser HD 202 headset II and under the table the Comrex brand hybrid telephone,
model DH20 of the American manufacturer from the city of Devens, Massachusetts, says that these telephone
hybrids bring together the latest in PDS (Digital Signal Processor) technology, which makes them 100 % in digital
telephone hybrids.

The cabin is completely soundproofed with white wood panels and double glass

Photo: Martin Butera and Leandro Marchiori (company coordinator), in the editing booth or audio island

Video 2
https://youtu.be/ZdPgOIms3Ck
We leave the audio booth or editing island and quickly go through another very important
booth, called the news verification room or debugging the news.
Leandro explains that it is a very important room now that the so-called "fake news" is
booming in social networks, they have the obligation to check and process all the news
before going on air.
He also explains that this cabin is ready to air from it if the urgency of the news requires it.
As we see in the video we could not access it, since journalists were fully operational.
Take this opportunity to ask some details about the station's assembly, data that I already
told in Leandro's presentation, at the beginning of this report.

Video 3
https://youtu.be/dTwBwMABE4U
We now pass through a long corridor or corridor that on its left has the cabins called C, D, E
and F.
These are mini radio studios, fully equipped and ready to go on air, these studios are used
more as recording studios.
These 4 cabins are the same with the exception that some incorporate the microphones
separately through a mini acoustic cabin with transparent window and door achieving
soundproofing technical control.
Something that caught my attention is seeing relatively common microphones such as the
Shure Sm97, Leandro explains that this is because they tried to find the maximum possible
acoustics and although the building is new and very modern, they are no longer built as they
were before very thick walls, that's why they turned to simpler microphones, but this is not
only due to something edilicio, the idea is to sound as real as possible, as "common" or
close to the listener and think that through a sound they get it more natural.
These microphones are preprocessed with Symetrix Edge processors and then finally
processed by Orban 8.500.
Leandro in this video also explains his obsession with having several links to RF equipment
and transmitting antennas, they are currently doing it for different internet systems, since
they do not yet have the final authorization to do it through RF, since they are next to the
Sao Paulo metropolitan airport, called "Aeroporto de Congonhas" and the building where
they are is very high.

Photo: Martin Butera and Leandro Marchiori, in room C

Photo: here we can see one of the Globo and CBN Brazil radio rooms, equipped with a 24-channel console with
AoIP digital technology

Photo: Another image of room C where we can see the microphones incorporated in the same room of the
operator

Video 4
https://youtu.be/VrlY_NOYLho
Here we go to see the sale E, where we can buy that all are exactly the same at the
technical level, with the difference that here the microphones are separated in another
attached room connected through an acoustic door.

Photo: separate microphones in another attached room,
connected through an acoustic door.

Photo: technical control room (E), 24-channel console, IP modular control surface, allows access to the intelligent
WheatNet - IP AOIP network. This allows access to sources from anywhere in your network

Photo: Martin Butera and Leandro Marchiori (technical coordinator of the company), in the radio room E

Video 5
https://youtu.be/YZUZwChCLsA
In this video we can see the cabin F, in full use of production by journalists, here they have a
real idea of how they are used

Video 6
https://youtu.be/q6tMRQD58pg
Here we can see the last room G on the left side, it is the reserve studio, both Radio O
Globo, and CBN, we can see lights and comrades in HD, for image transmission through the
exclusive TV channels of the radios .
Basically it is a larger study, of the cabins we were seeing.
At the time of the filming of this video, the program called "Estúdio CBN" was being
recorded, with journalists from Vasconcellos and Fernando Andrade, a networked program
for all stations throughout Brazil.

Video 7
https://youtu.be/jPiBTCxcq9Q
Here we can observe the immense monitoring room and final process mix of the 2 stations.
Draws attention once again to Leandro Marchiori obsession to always have several
alternatives in case there is some equipment, not only does he have coverage of other
digital equipment, but also backup analog systems.

Photo: general monitoring room of the two stations

Photo: Martin Butera, next to the shift operators in the general monitoring room of the two stations

Photo: Martin Butera, next to the racks in the general monitoring room of the two stations

Photo: another view of the impressive racks of the general monitoring room of the two stations

Photo: another view of the impressive racks of the general monitoring room of the two stations,
we can see different audio compressors

Photo: We can see the racks with different Tieline Merlin TLR 5200, according to the technical coordinator
Leandro Marchiori, they are the best for IP audio for being stable and high fidelity

Photo: more racks of the general monitoring room, we can see the Orban 8.500 processors,
which they use for the final mix

Photo: Martin Butera, along with shift operators and Leandro Marchiori (Globo and CBN radio technical
coordinator - Sao Paulo, Brazil)

Video 8
https://youtu.be/xq-5prBEupw
Leandro Marchiori, shows us the layout of the studies even below the floor, this image is
really unpublished, nobody ever had access to see this.
It is all the cables, Leandro mentions that more than 100,000 meters of cables were used,
almost the equivalent of 100 kilometers, we can see how neat and obsessive the project is.

Studies of Radio Globo
We leave the general monitoring room and Leandro Marchiori, takes me to know the studies
of Radio Globo.
They must be the biggest studios I have seen, they really are very impressive.

They are not only equipped to transmit audio, but also to allow the listener to observe the
presenters, commentators and reporters who speak to him every day. Thus converting
listeners now, also on television viewers, through digital TV channels where radios
broadcast.
The studios are now equipped with artistic lighting and special HD cameras and its
programming not only online through its different applications, it is also strongly pointing to
digital audio productions such as Podcast.

Photo: Microfone studio Radio Globo Sao Paulo, Brazil

Rádio Globo São Paulo is a Brazilian radio station based in the city of São Paulo, capital of
the state of the same name. It operates on the FM 94.1 MHz dial, with a port of 22 KW.
On February 10 of this year, the station turns off its frequency at AM 1100 kHz after almost
68 years on the air, to remain only broadcasting on FM and through digital TV channels and
virtual platforms.

Photo: Martin Butera is the immense studio of Radio Globo, Sao Paulo Brazil.

Photo: from another angle, something curious is that the worktable,
forms the letter G, of the station logo

Video 9
https://youtu.be/1_ezB4QjJAo
In the following video we can see a very good visual, so that you know the study.
In this video Leandro Marchiori (technical coordinator), gives a very important fact, every 2
microphones 1 processor is used, in total studio it has 8 microphones + the classic radio
microphone Electrovoice Re20 of the operator's table.

Video 10
https://youtu.be/YOfYILTcDTA
In the video we can hear, the exit of the traffic reporter from the radio helicopter, something
fundamental in the chaotic city, São Paulo, is Brazil's dynamic financial center, is among the
most populous cities in the world, something like more 44.04 million people.
When you get off the air, ask the presenter curiously "Do they really have a helicopter," or is
it a sound effect.
In seconds I was greeting and sending exclusive photos my WhatsApp, Larissa Calderari,
from the air, enjoy the photos, of course they have a real helicopter, the photos prove it
(laughs).

Photo: Larissa Calderari, air traffic reporter, after airing, sends me these exclusive photos on WhatsApp

Video 11
https://youtu.be/ehee2pl5Fbk
Here we can see another interesting video, where we can see how the IP console works
automatically, at the time of my visit the study, the programming was leaving from the central
studios of Rio de Janeiro and in the breaks, automatically cut for promotions from Sao Paulo
and then I went back alone to Rio de Janeiro audio.

Photo: Martin Butera, at the console of the central studio of Radio Globo, Sao Paulo Brazil

Visiting and showing exclusively, for you readers, the modern radio studios of Globo and
CBN in Sao Paulo, Brazil, was for me a fabulous experience and perhaps unknown to many
of us who like radio, we did not imagine the power of these have radios. In this part of the
South American continent, they are truly amazing.
Until next time, Martín Butera greets you from Brazil.

Bonus Photos

Photo: Martin Butera and Leandro Marchiori (technical coordinator of the Globo and CBN radios),in Sao Paulo Brazil

Exclusive photo taken by Ligia Katze, from Radio Globo and CBN studios, to Puente-Octavio-Frias-Oliveira. The
only bridge in the world in which its two paths cross in the form of X, and supported by a single mast.

Photo: Martin Butera in the shared editorial space of the two stations (Radio Globo and CBN, Sao Paulo Brazil),
200 journalists can work comfortably on full working days.

Attention reader of this report!
This does not end here, as if that were not enough, Martín Butera, took advantage of his visit
to Radio Globo and CBN Radio, to interview an icon journalist currently on Radio in Brazil
and who has also been a correspondent for CRI (China International Radio ).

Martín Butera Interview with Camila Olivo, renowned journalist from CBN Radio
According to an Ibope survey, 40% of internet users in Brazil are also podcast listeners. And
the country is already the second largest consumer of the format, according to Spotify data,
only behind the United States.
Camila Olivo is the presenter, screenwriter and editor of the daily CBN Panorama podcast
and the CBN Professional weekly podcast.
Today it has become an icon and benchmark of the Podcast format in Brazil, invited daily to
conferences related to the subject.
Camila Olivo is today one of the most listened to journalists in this format here in Brazil.
She lived for two years in China, where she worked as a correspondent for the CRI (China
International Radio).
I invite you to meet Camila Olivo.
Before a clarification, Whoever wishes to follow this video interview, here is the original
filming in Portuguese. Next I prepared an adaptation or free translation, respecting the
essence of my interviewee.

https://youtu.be/TtSUyILkmeQ
https://youtu.be/xI6f1wTKgok

Photo: Camila Olivo and Martín Butera, in the newsroom of CBN Radio São Paulo, Brazil.

MB: How did CBN Radio come up with the idea of betting on the digital Podcast format?
CO: The first CBN Radio Podcast, it is already about 4 years old and it is a weekly Podcast,
which is called CBN Professional. That Podcast had a lot of success and it was there that
the radio began to transform its products to Podcast, although these were actually cuttings
from the programming (recordings), for example a comment, an interview, things like that,
the radio began to perceive that these "cuts" had quite an audience, they were listened to,
the downloads demonstrated it, it was there that the radio realized that it had to produce an
independent product, beyond radio ° el aire ° and that is how it was that Podcast-specific
products began to emerge, which were not or are not on the radio air.

MB: After that beginning, what is the evolution that Camila makes on these products? Do
you think that people are listening to more Podcasts?
CO: I perceive that it grew a lot, last year 2019 was considered the year of the Podcast,
many people in Brazil had no idea that it was a Podcast, but last year they aroused their
curiosity, 2019 was very emblematic for us here in the radio.
Now in the month that we are doing this February 2020 interview, those of us who do radio
know that audiences tend to drop a bit, people are on vacation, more relaxed, distracted.
Here in Brazil, we use a phrase that says: "that the year begins after carnal", that is, after
March. Well that this year did not happen, in the month of February we had many donwloads
and that was a surprise for all of us.

MB: Camila, do you think that with the Podcast, there is a new approach to radio with a
younger audience? Do you think the podcast has something similar to Netflix, that of
watching a movie or series when you want on demand? Do you see any kind of similarity in
that?
CO: Yes, of course, it is very similar to Netflix, we have many young people who are
listening to the Podcast today and the funny thing is that these young people did not have
the habit of listening to the radio or they never even listened to the radio, nor did they know
about its existence (laughs). Many of this new generation of listeners are young people who
were born on YouTube and from there jumped to the Podcast. Many young people today
know CBN Radio thanks to the Podcast.
I believe that this approach of young people is related to time, with the speed that is lived
today, young people today do not want to turn on the radio and wait to hear what they want,
for example let's imagine a young man who wants to hear a news about football Brazilian
and it occurs to him to turn on the radio, he is going to have to wait and listen to other things,
maybe a news economy, culture, advertising, music, and then finally hear about soccer and
today young people do not want to waste that time, that's why today they are used to going
and searching the internet for what they want. Continuing with the example, the young man
who wants to listen to some football, goes and looks for a football podcast and that's it.
Besides, you already know how long it will take to listen, you know if it lasts 20 or 10
minutes, that on conventional radio does not happen, today young people have no patience.

Photo: Martín Butera and Camila Olivo, recording the interview on CBN Radio São Paulo, Brazil.

MB: How did Camila achieve and what do you feel, to be a benchmark in Podcast today
here in Brazil?
CO: Well this took me by surprise, I really liked radio, producing live radio and one day CBN
offered me this job to produce Podcast and I accepted, I quickly saw that the rules were
changing, which perhaps is not so important anymore for audiences to listen to radio, there
are other formats. So I started to study a lot what a Podcast was, I started listening to a lot of
Podcasts from Brazil and the rest of the world, I started to understand the difference in
producing live air on the radio and the Podcast, I started to discover the way to write and
read texts journalistic adapted to the Podcast format, my idea was not only to record and
make as a fake live radio and upload it to the internet and that's it, the idea of radio and
especially mine was to make a 100% product for Podcast.
But hey, this is very new for us, the journalists of my generation, we did not learn Podcast in
the journalism faculty, even there is still very little literature referred to Podcast, to this day I
continue listening to a lot of Podcasts from other colleagues and I am learning day to day
day.

MB: How is the relationship in having this mega structure that is Radio Globo and CBN
Radio, here in São Paulo and producing products that are somewhat simpler or more artisan
like a Podcast where you do not need so much deployment or technical production, so to
speak ?
CO: Well, it always seems to be, but behind there is a lot of work as I was talking about,
there is a lot of work in selecting texts and producing everything that we are going to record.
In the podcast world there is what is called a niche podcast, these are artisan productions
that are made by different types of people, for example there are those who talk about
flowers, others about food, movies, etc. These people are very passionate about what they
talk about and I really like listening to these Podcasts, because I learn a lot and I feel that
they do not have the need to generalize so much, that they do not care so much about
journalistic text, there are many very good Podcasts without necessarily being journalistic
production.
Now of course we are a medium, we are a radio producing Podcast and I think that our
artisan method, so to speak, is put into language, we try to talk more, be calmer, speak in a
more colloquial way, try to explain better. This is something different from what we are used
to producing radio, where it seems that the news is already chewed, where there is not much
time to reflect, different from the Podcast where we try to talk and that ends up giving a more
artisanal touch.

MB: Camila, do you think that the listener turned to listening to the Podcast, because he
needs to create that closer or artisanal contact for some reason of credibility with the current
media? For example, we have the case in the United States, where it had a lot of
repercussion when Barack Obama, appeared on the Mark Johson program, a simple
comedian who produces one of the most listened to programs in the United States and is a
Podcast made in the garage of his house, I mean Barack Obama I don't need to go to CNN
...
CO: I don't think it goes through a credibility issue with the medium that is being listened to
at the time, I think that that feeling of craftsmanship that you have been mentioning is
because a Podcast has the feeling of being something much closer and intimate with it.
listener. Unlike news radio, where one can be listening in the car, working, with background
noise, basically doing other things, the CBN Podcast is something different, it is a more
intimate conversation with the listener.
Today I receive many messages from listeners who tell me that now they listen to my
Podcast at breakfast for example, that's great because the Podcast is already starting to be
a routine in people.

Photo: Mark Johnson, interviewing Barack Obama at his Podcast garage studio in the United States. (courtesy
Mark Johson)

MB: How is acceptance today within CBN Radio, with your department that produces
Podcast?
CO: Well, it was not easy, as I told you, we have been betting on this format for about 4
years, they were years of resistance to the format, but the radio was encouraged to test the
format, at the beginning there were many doubts, such as, for example, if We produce
Podcasts, we are going to lose radio audience, there were many moments of discussions
and until today there are still doubts. But CBN understood that it had to risk, today when
uploading a Podcast you have the possibility of testing the product easier, totally different
with radio, where there are many other factors, such as the broadcasting time, advertising,
the combination with the network of radios, you have to depend on many things, instead the
radio uploads a podcast and it is just waiting for the result.

CBN realized that it is good to bet on the Podcast and for example now I only take care of
the Podcast, I no longer take care of the radio production, it is a whole process and every
day we continue testing.

MB: Camila, let's move on to another part of the interview, tell us how was your experience
working for CRI (China International Radio)?
CO: The international radio of China, is a state project of the Chinese government, it is
something very big, it is considered perhaps as the largest radio at a multi-language level,
when I was in Beijing (Beijing), there was a 12-story building and each floor was destined for
a foreign language, in our department in Portuguese, we shared the space with journalists of
the Esperanto language, that the country does not even exist (laughs) ... But the crazy thing
is that, if there is a service in Esperanto language.
CRI's mission is to spread news from China and Asia to the whole world, so that was my job
a bit.

MB: and how was the CRI staff formed?
CO: It was made up of many Chinese and some Brazilian journalists, the Chinese are
trained in Portuguese letters and were in charge of the translation of texts and we Brazilians
gave it a journalistic touch, that exchange was something very enriching, of course without
losing awareness of that we are working for the Chinese government.
MB: How was your relationship with international Portuguese-language listeners?
CO: At the time I worked at CRI, they were starting to get into FM radios in Portugal, on the
other hand here in Brazil, the listener was more Dxsists radio amateurs, they listened to us
by short wave, they were a very faithful listener, they sent us letters email, they were very
loving listeners and I know they continue to do so to this day.

MB: Can you explain to us a bit what that logic of the Chinese state is like, that mix between
communism and capitalism?
CO: It is a very strong state, present in people's lives, it is something difficult for me to
understand that I am Brazilian, but I think it has a lot to do with cultural traditions, also a bit
with confusionism, which is now fashionable. among the elite of the Communist Party, which
incorporates it as an instrument of cultural diplomacy.
People respect a lot what the government tells them, we can see it for example in how they
pay attention to the issue of preventive care for Covid 19.

MB: I imagine that when you were in China, it would be very different for everything, very
crazy?
CO: Very crazy (laughs) ... imagine that when I was in China, there was no application to
order a taxi, so you were forced to learn some Chinese to be able to speak with a taxi driver.
Today it is much easier, even with online translators, but at that time, every time I set foot
outside the home was quite an adventure, for example I didn't know if I was going to be able
to buy a wine opener (more laughter).

MB: And when you went to work at CRI, did you know how long you were going to be at the
correspondent?
CO: I knew I was going for a year, I ended up liking it and I renewed for another year, after
two years I already wanted to return to Brazil. Now I want to go back perhaps not to China,
but to other Asian countries, I am very interested in culture and gastronomy.

MB: Have you thought about an Asian Food Podcast (laughs) ...?
CO: Of course I already thought about it (laughs) ... I just lack time, seriously I think that the
Brazilian listener is not very interested in Asian or even Latin American culture, the Brazilian
listener is more interested in what happens in North America and Europe in general. So Asia
is still pending, there is a cultural barrier to the unknown and that ends up generating
disinterest, but well we can test it (laughs) ...

MB: Thank you very much Camila for your time.
CO: Thanks to you and I hope I have helped you with the interview.

Photo: Martín Butera and Camila Olivo, recording the interview on CBN Radio São Paulo, Brazil.

This is where this excellent and comprehensive report ends
* Note, the visit to the station and the interview with Camila Olivo, took place in
February 2020 in the city of São Paulo, Brazil.
At that time, the Covid 19 Pandemic had not yet reached Brazil, so Martín Butera and
his interviewees do not wear masks or respect social distance (today essential for our
personal care and that of all of us).
written by Martin Butera, in October 2020, in Brasilia DF, capital of Brazil.

